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Abstract. This paper describes an application of textual similarity tech-
niques in the Legal Informatics domain. In European law, a relevant in-
terest relates to the transposition of EU directives by the Member States,
which can be complete, partial, or eventually absent. As part of an Eu-
ropean project, legal experts annotated transpositions of six directives
on a per-article basis. Following an established NLP pipeline, we explore
a similarity-based technique to identify correspondences between trans-
positions of national implementations. Early results are promising and
show the role that Artificial Intelligence may play within the process of
harmonization and standardization of domestic legal systems as a result
of the adoption of EU legislation.
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1 Introduction

Computational text analysis is an important research area with many practical
applications in a variety of research areas, e.g. sentiment analysis [19], market-
ing [16], education [1], business process management [3]. Typically, text mining
techniques concern unstructured text, such as reviews, social media posts, and
online comments [28,40]. The goal of these analyses mostly involves identifying
patterns and extracting knowledge through supervised or unsupervised mech-
anisms [15]. Law represents a rapidly-growing area of application of Natural
Language Processing (NLP)[30], and Legal Informatics is a particular research
area which concerns the application of Information and Communication Tech-
nologies (ICT) in the legal domain [22,13]. Legislative documents are usually
formally structured and contain special features such as preambles, citations,
recurring phrases, and references [7].

This contribution concerns European Law, focusing on the approximation of
laws and harmonization, i.e. the alignment of domestic legal frameworks in light
of the EU legislation. In the EU, legislative harmonization has two important
functions: first, it reduces legal differences between Member States, with a view
to foster economic, social and cultural exchanges. Moreover, it aims to achieve
a variety of political results, e.g. the establishment of a European single market,
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the achievement of common minimum standards regarding social protection, the
establishment of rules concerning the rights of suspects and accused persons in
criminal proceedings. This concept finds practical application in the analysis of
national implementations (NIMs) of European directives, i.e., the transposition
of European law in each Member State legislation. In particular, we describe
the results of a legal experts’ effort aiming at identifying and labeling NIMs. In
general, “a directive shall be binding, as to the result to be achieved, upon each
Member State to which it is addressed, but shall leave to the national authorities
the choice of form and methods” (Article 288(3), Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union). As such, although national legislators have a certain margin
of discretion in the choice of methods and forms for implementation, a certain
degree of similarity of NIMs is expected. By comparing the English versions
of the different implementations, this type of legal text can be explored using
computational methods to assess the similarity of legal texts [5].

As a case study, we based on a research project in which “transpositions” of
six EU directives were assessed “manually” by legal experts. Two main methods
have been used for transposing EU law into national law: i.Copy-out : imple-
menting legislation adopts the same, or mirrors as closely as possible the original
wording of the directive; ii.Elaboration: choosing a particular meaning according
to what the draftsperson believes the provision to mean, with the aim of working
a provision into something clearer (this is an UK practice). The typical method
for transpositions is copy-out [12]. In this respect, texts of NIMs are expected to
be similar.

As main objective, we investigate the impact and efficacy of standard text
analysis techniques applied to NIMs, focusing on the following research ques-
tions:

i Can we compare the implementations of EU directives in different countries
by using NLP techniques?

ii By focusing on “Explicitly Transposed” articles for each directive in TT,
can we adopt some meaningful metrics (e.g., similarity or network measures)
to compare (pairs of) NIMs? Are these metrics significant at the article’s
granularity level?

In this paper we describe an essential application of NLP for legal texts
by taking advantage of the initial results of an ongoing EU research project,
CrossJustice. We first introduce some related work (Section 2), and the dataset
of the case study (Section 3). Then, we report a possible solution to investigate
the harmonization with similarity of NIMs (Section 4). We conclude the paper
in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Legal research has seen an increased focus on the use of Artificial Intelligence
(AI) techniques to the law [46,17,45,10,8,21,33,9]. In a critical area of AI, machine
learning techniques include similarity measures [31] as an essential analysis in a
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NLP pipeline [14]. Existing methodologies for finding similar legal documents can
be classified into two main categories [25,6]: (i) network-based methods, which
rely on citations to prior case documents [43]; (ii) text-based methods, which use
the content/textual information of the documents [24]. We explore (ii), whereas
recent works on ‘similarity’ in legal informatics concern the comparison between
the EU directive and the transposition into the national law [18,20].

Text mining and NLP techniques have been explored to assist the Com-
mission and legal professionals in studying and evaluating the transposition of
directives at a fine-grained provision level [29]. Some approaches adopted embed-
dings models [26] to represent legal texts in a semantic vector space, by applying
the method of cosine similarity (CS) [32]. Recent work addressed the task of
identifying similarities among court rulings by adopting a graph-based method,
to identify prominent concepts present in a ruling by extracting representative
sentences [44]. Some experiments on legal judgments [25] explored CS by con-
sidering the document vector, where each term score is calculated with Term
frequency – Inverse document frequency method (Tf-Idf) [34]. They performed
well by considering only legal terms in the document vector, instead of using
all terms or co-citations. In previous work, a pipeline with Tf-Idf, stemming,
and co-occurrence networks has been shown to be significant in the automatic
analysis of legal texts [38].

Finally, a recent work has measured the similarity between two court case
documents, observing how “the more traditional methods (such as the Tf-Idf
and LDA) that rely on a bag-of-words representation performs better than the
more advanced context-aware methods (like BERT and Law2Vec) for computing
document-level similarity” [27].

Harmonization. The effective protection of fundamental rights throughout
the EU is heavily affected by the highly varying legal frameworks which charac-
terize Member States regulation on procedural rights [42,4]. Legal actors often
struggle to identify which legislation and therefore which procedural rights are
applicable to persons accused or suspected of a crime in specific cases, due to both
language barriers and the peculiarities of different national legal systems [35,36].
This situation persists also after the introduction of the EU directives derived
from the Stockholm Programme, aiming at creating a certain level of harmonized
rules on the matter [23]. A directive comes into effect only after it has been trans-
posed into national law by the Member States, via the so-called NIMs [37].

3 Case Study

3.1 CrossJustice project

The CrossJustice (CJ) project1 on which this work is based concerns the compli-
ance of national instruments implementing EU directives with the acquis com-
munautaire, in the protection of fundamental rights for persons accused or sus-
pected of a crime (one of the main objectives of EU policy in the field of justice).

1 https://www.crossjustice.eu

https://www.crossjustice.eu
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Legal experts have been involved to assess the compatibility between national
frameworks as a result of the implementation of six EU directives. The output
concerns the creation of a web platform to support and disseminate the results.

CJ aims to tackle the issues described above by identifying critical gaps
and solutions in a comparative perspective, to improve the efficiency of judicial
systems and their cooperation, thanks to information and communication tech-
nology. The online platform contains advice and support on the effectiveness of
procedural rights providing a free service, mainly directed to legal professionals,
but accessible to law students, NGOs and all EU citizens.

The CJ platform2 addresses information pertaining to procedural rights, by
delivering: i) A free of charge and updated information and advisory service di-
rected to legal professionals (lawyers, magistrates, and public servants), but also
accessible to law students and citizens. ii) Capacity building for legal profession-
als and law students.

3.2 Types of annotations

The annotation process from the legal experts used the following four labels to
distinguish the four types of national implementations:

1. Explicitly transposed - either via new legislation or via amendments to ex-
isting legislation.

2. De facto/indirectly implemented - transposition unnecessary because the
right already existed in previous legislation.

3. No national implementation (either explicitly or de facto/indirectly) - lack
of transposing national norm or non-conformity of the national norm with
the requirements of the EU provision.

4. Specific transposition is not required - transposition may be unnecessary
because: i) The legal provision lacks deontic or constitutive value e.g. articles
1 and 2 of directives usually only define the scope of the directive; ii) Member
states may derogate from a particular provision (e.g. Article 6(3) of directive
2016/800).

3.3 Dataset overview

The six EU directives under consideration (2010/64, 2012/13, 2013/48, 2016/343,
2016/800, 2016/1919) obtain different transpositions in the laws of different
Member States. Legal experts involved in CJ annotated each part (e.g, an arti-
cle or a paragraph) of a directive with both the above mentioned labels and the
text of transposing legal provisions with a commentary in the so-called Trans-
position Table (TT). The CJ platform includes 3,458 annotations in the TT –
as extracted on 1st June 2021 – and the distribution is represented in Table 1.
The TT contains several differences among the Member States in terms of the
number of annotations. For instance, the Member State with the lowest number

2 https://www.crossjustice.eu/en/index.html#crossjustice-platform

https://www.crossjustice.eu/en/index.html#crossjustice-platform
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of TT annotations is Bulgaria (223), the highest is Portugal (375). In particular,
the number of explicitly transposed (ET) parts of EU directives in the TT varies
depending on the Member State. Croatia and the Netherlands have the highest
value of “explicit” transpositions, while Portugal and Sweden have the lowest
number of ETs according to the CJ table.

Table 1. Number of NIMs of the considered EU directives by Member States and
by four types: Explicitly transposed (Explicit), De facto/indirectly implemented (In-
direct), No national implementation (NoImpl), Specific transposition is not required
(NotReq)

Member State Explicit Indirect NoImpl NotReq Total

Bulgaria 40 151 17 15 223
Croatia 146 81 24 0 251
France 49 153 41 0 243
Germany 99 234 11 0 344
Italy 65 221 32 0 318
Netherlands 150 146 57 16 369
Poland 32 154 86 0 272
Portugal 0 353 22 0 375
Romania 85 239 50 0 374
Spain 91 135 89 0 315
Sweden 8 325 0 41 374

Total 765 2,192 429 72 3,458

4 Methodology

4.1 Text processing

We adopted a quite established NLP pipeline with preprocessing, stemming, and
calculating n-grams. The processed data needed to be converted into a numerical
format, where each text is represented by an array (vectors). In natural language
processing, the assumption about vectorization is that similar texts must result
in nearest-neighbor vectors (i.e., vectors derived from textual data to reflect
various linguistic properties of the text).

In particular, the here proposed methodological framework includes the anal-
ysis of legal texts of the TT by using both bag-of-ngrams and the frequency of
terms with Tf-Idf.

NIMs have been processed with the following four main phases:

– Preprocessing and POS tagging. We processed texts according to the fol-
lowing steps: lower case reduction, stop words and punctuation removal,
pos-tagging (to consider only nouns, verbs, and adjectives).

– Stemming. Stemming further reduces the variability of the text. The root
form of terms is computed according to Porter stemming algorithm [41].
Finally, we removed all the stems of one single char length.
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– Modeling text. The automatic analysis of legal text requires a numerical text
representation (model). A typical computational approach in NLP and IR
represents text in vectors of frequency of terms (bag-of-words). Another typ-
ical approach considers the aggregations of a certain number of letters (n)
which appear contiguous in the given text or speech (n-grams). In particular,
bigrams are sequences of two consecutive terms, while trigrams are three con-
secutive terms. With bag-of-ngrams models, by considering n-grams, instead
of individual words (stems), we obtain different more effective representa-
tion of the same text. Furthermore, most frequent features can be selected
to reduce sparsity. Finally, the corresponding vector of numbers counts the
occurrences of terms in the document.

– Tf-Idf transform. A typical automatic text analysis pipeline involves trans-
forming each piece of text (i.e., legal provisions) into a vector, where each
word is replaced by significant numbers. Such numbers can be mere counts
or frequency of occurrences, as well as more sophisticated measures such as
Tf-Idf. This scoring measure is widely used in NLP based on the complete
collection of terms from the transpositions of each directive (each directive
therefore has a corpus of variable dimension). Term frequency–inverse docu-
ment frequency (Tf-Idf) is a numerical statistic for reflecting how important
a word is to a document in our collection. The measure implies two parts:
Term Frequent (Tf) simply describes how frequently a term (t) appears in
each document (d). Inverse Document Frequency (Idf) computes the impor-
tance of the term in the complete collection.

– Document-Term Matrix. For each individual NIMs we obtain a vector in
the corresponding Document-Term Matrix (DTM). In the resulting matrix,
every row is a NIM (here, a single TT part/article) and every column is
a term/stem/n-gram. The values in the matrix are the frequencies of each
term in a document. As the columns are too many, we considered the ap-
plication of a dimensionality reduction strategy, e.g. Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) or Multidimentional Scaling (MDS) [11]. We opted to re-
duce the number of features with MDS, which improves similarity measure
by exploiting the latent semantics of co-occurrences between words.

4.2 Similarity measure

To investigate text similarity with the above mentioned research objectives, we
adopted CS as an established similarity metrics in this kind of research. Math-
ematically, CS represents the cosine of the angle between two vectors projected
in a multi-dimensional space. In particular, CS between the vectors of two NIMs
(A and B) is computed as follows:

CS(A,B) =
V 1V 2

‖V 1‖‖V 2‖

The numerator is the dot product of the vectors V1 and V2, representing A
and B respectively. The denominator is the product of their Euclidean norms,
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which normalizes the similarity value. The range of values that the CS can vary
is -1, 1. The CS values have been computed between the NIMs at the level
of each part/article considered in the TT3. For instance, in an EU directive,
by considering two Member States (e.g., Italy and Bulgaria), we compare the
corresponding “Explicit transpositions” of Article 1 both in Italy and in Bulgaria.
Finally, we obtain the most similar NIMs for each EU directive.

5 Output

5.1 Text representation

We summarize here the transformation of each text (corresponding to Explicit
transpositions) to a fixed-length vector of integer values by describing the bag-of-
ngrams output, and dimensionality reduction, as better detailed in the following
paragraphs.

Explicit transpositions. We focused on the annotation effort of CJ’s legal
experts, who indicated in the TTs the parts (at the level of Article or Sub-Article)
of the EU directives that were explicitly transposed in Member States legislation.
For instance, the case of EU directive 2012/13 has 563 different implementations
of different types, of these the ET implementations are 245. In particular, Article
2 has only 7 ET cases concerning 2 Member States, i.e. Croatia (4) and Spain
(3), according to the complete database (a view in Figure 1). Next, we considered
merging the contents of all implementations regarding the same part of the EU
directive, for each Member State.

Fig. 1. A view of Explicitly Transposed (ET) legal provisions for each parts of Article
2 of the European directive n.2012/13.

Bag-of-words and n-grams. We considered ET of NIMs as our corpus, for
each EU directive. With the bag-of-words technique we represented the text of
each document in numbers, based on a vocabulary from all the unique stems. As

3 From the scikit-learn python library sklearn.metrics.pairwise we adopted co-
sine similarity method
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mentioned, we obtained the bag-of-ngrams of our corpus, as a more sophisticated
approach based on a vocabulary of grouped stems of length n (i.e., n-grams). We
computed the stems for 1,714 individual parts of our ET implementations for
the considered EU directives. In particular, we obtained a median value of 105
stems, as well as a maximum of 1,365 stems (for EU directive 2013/48, art 10
paragraph 3).

Dimensionality reduction. The definitive corpus includes the vectors for each
article which has been explicitly transposed in TT, where the ‘columns’ are the
terms (or the n-grams considered). In the case of bigrams, the number of features
is 4,549. In the case of trigrams, the features are 6,213. We reduced the dimension
of the problem with multidimensional scaling of different size, e.g. 100 or 200
features.

Similarity. The CS between two implementations of each pair of Member
States describes the degree of similarity between the vector representations of
the text. For instance, we mention here the simple case of the “Annex 1” of
the 2012/13 European directive which has been explicitly implemented by three
States (France, Spain, Romania). A “manual” inspection of the three correspond-
ing NIMs describes a certain similarity only between France and Spain, and not
in the other pairs. This is also true after observing the CS measures, both using
top 100 more frequent terms (Vect100) or MDS method with 100 or 200 features
(MDS100, MDS200), as described in Table 2.

Table 2. An example of similarity scores concerning the Article “Ann 1” of the Euro-
pean directive n.2012/13 for three pairs of States.

Member States Vect100 MDS100 MDS200

France Romania 0.376 0.055 0.056
France Spain 0.581 0.206 0.205

Romania Spain 0.460 0.079 0.084

5.2 Heat maps visualization

To facilitate the understanding of the results, we considered heat maps describ-
ing the degree of similarity between pairs of Member States, for each parts of
NIMs. Darker colors (e.g., blue or green) imply no similarity, while lighter colors
(e.g., white/yellow) indicate a certain degree of text similarity. For the sake of
clarity, Figure 2 is an example of a heat map concerning a NIM of EU directive
n. 2012/13. This type of visualization clearly describes how France and Sweden
have more similar text (lighter color) than other States. The diagonal is null
(dark color, in our case), because the relationship between the text of a State
and itself is not considered. This type of visualization allows an immediate un-
derstanding of the similarity among NIMs. As part of the project, legal experts
have confirmed that the heat maps are meaningful. Therefore, the tool appears
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to be useful in helping analysts to detect/suggest the degree of harmonization
of national laws.

Fig. 2. A heat map representation of similarity metrics for NIMs

6 Conclusions

This paper discussed the first outcome of an ongoing research project involving
NLP and Law, focusing on the key concept of Harmonization in EU Law. We in-
vestigate computational text similarity technique to the idea of making identical
rules in more areas of governance. We performed similarity metrics computa-
tion, analysis of results, and visualisation to demonstrate how an established
NLP pipeline for preprocessing text and similarity metrics can be applied to
support legal harmonization purposes.

As a future work, we aim to explore network analysis techniques with co-
occurrence of terms or stems. The approach already provided meaningful re-
sults [38,39] in modeling inter-relationships between norms [2]. We plan to in-
vestigate different similarity techniques and hybrid approaches, including em-
bedding methods (e.g., Node2Vec for graph embedding approach or Word2Vec
implementation). Finally, we plan to extend the evaluation with a “user study”
and at the same time propose an extension of the technology used in the CJ
project.
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